
 

The Greek stroll-off competition 

The Greek stroll-off competition will showcase teams demonstrating their agility, creativity and 

understanding of rhythm and dance as they show precision, synchronization, originality, and 

showmanship. The event will start promptly at 3pm on Feb. 27, 2022. All participating teams should 

arrive at the Tubman by 2:15pm. Upon arrival you will receive your showcase order.  

QUALIFICATIONS 

1. Team must be all female or all male. 

2. Each participant must be a member of a Greek-letter organization. 

3. Undergraduate or Graduate chapters can participate.  

GUIDELINES 

 All stroll teams must have a uniform or dress that is tasteful and becoming to their organizations. 

 All music is to be free from explicit, profane, and vulgar lyrics. Please be prepared to provide your 

music to the DJ. Music can be provided on a flash drive or email the DJ in advance-the week of 

event. (Email will be provided).  

 Profane or vulgar gestures and movements during the show will lead to an immediate 

disqualification. The judges reserve the right to disqualify teams with inappropriate uniforms, 

routines including vulgar language, or for any other reason it deems necessary. 

 Your entire routine cannot exceed 5 minutes, including any introduction and exit. One point will 

be deducted for every minute that exceeds the allotted 5 minutes. 

 Signature Stroll Showcase - a stroll or strolls unique and specific to your organization, state, or 

chapter. Slow or up-tempo. 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

All performances will be judged on the following criteria: 

- Overall Presentation (10 points)        - Show’s Theme (5 points) 

- Precision (5 points)                            - Difficulty (5 points) 

- Uniform/Appearance (5 points)      - Synchronization (5 points) 

- Crowd Participation (5 points) 

Total 40 points 

Winners will be announced in 1st, 2nd and 3rd places.   

Music is due by 2/23 at 5pm. Send to ajthedjentertainment@gmail.com  
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